/ Review

Acustica Pink2
Young producers are singing the praises of this
Italian developer’s convolution technology —
NIGEL JOPSON discovers why

P

ink2 is an upgrade to Acustica’s
flagship suite, consisting of six
plug-ins: 2715 channel strip,
1650 EQ, 780 Graphic EQ, 215
Preamp, 2412 Compressor and 7236
Multi-band Compressor. The individual
plug-ins have extra features not
provided on the channel strip — a fourth
‘mode’ for the EQ — for example.
If you want the vibe of this plug-in
suite in a nutshell, then Pink2 is the
In-The-Box equivalent of sitting behind
the vintage API console at RAK Studios,
London. I like the 1650 EQ for a simple
reason: it sounds like the analogue desks
I mixed on in the ’80s. I’m not nostalgic
for the tedious tape-based recording
process, but what I do miss is the ability
to turn an EQ knob — just a tiny bit —
and immediately hear an edge applied
to the sound. With most plug-ins, I find
myself winding far more into a sound to
achieve something less than I’m looking
for: the channel I’m working on has
subsequently increased the mixbus
container by several dB it can ill-afford
to accommodate.
The reason analogue EQ ‘sounds’
good has to do with a raft of electrical
functions — from phase inconsistencies
through distortion, inductor and
transformer saturation — our ears
de-code these signals in a positive
manner. With the 1650, I found myself
able to add just a little bit of presence
crunch or 200Hz thump to an electric
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guitar. I was a able to wind a touch of
800Hz into a tabla to get a ‘skin thwack’.
The 1650 is a little idiosyncratic —
changing the four EQ modes changes
the frequency range scale. HMF type A
and D have a 400Hz-5kHz scale,
switching to B or C instantiates an
800Hz-12.5kHz scale, making EQ types
hard to compare. No matter — results
are great. I gently brightened a dullish
vocal by adding 3dB at 7kHz, without
drastically altering mixbus gain or
inducing sibilance. There are plenty of
useful tone-shaping features including a
constant-or-proportional Q button and
the shelf-or-bell buttons on the HF and
LF sections.

small amount of harmonic distortion, and I have seen producers
mixing through these on the stereo bus to add character.
The Pink 2412 is a stereo compressor with some very useful
control features: three different Knee settings, and a Clip
button which added an analogue compressor-sounding
‘smack’ to a snare. This is not a compressor requiring bags of
ratio to have an audible crushing effect and, unlike many
plug-ins, it can be dialled-in very effectively using the
Threshold control.
Underneath the three Knee buttons on the 2412 compressor
is a feed-forward, feed-back mode switch: I found these
particularly useful in compressing bass guitar. Together with
the SHMOD knob, careful control of how much a sustaining
bass note ‘fades up’ after the compressed pluck is possible.
SHMOD is the Shape modulation of the attack envelope.
Acustica have made a good attempt to provide a
comprehensive manual, but I feel a separate section with
examples of compressor settings for different instruments
might have been helpful for neophytes.
The 7236 multi-band compressor is basically three sections
of 2412, with two variable crossover points (60Hz to 300Hz
and 1.2kHz to 6kHz), plus a link button, a global Clip button
and a ‘P’ button which engages preamp 4 from the 215. The
multi-band’s usefulness was diminished for me because of the
lack of solo buttons for the three bands.
The 2715 channel strip is basically a Pink2 pre, EQ and
compressor — lacking only a few functions. Side-chain EQ is
missing from the 2412 comp, but the “female sign” Pink button
engages an HPF in the detection circuitry. The strange
“Aquarius” graphic to the left of the Pink button is the Insane
button — this allows you to increase accuracy and speed of
the compressor at the expense of CPU — I left it on constantly.
The button with the “Plimsoll line” image on it switches from
PINK1 Compressor (loses SHMOD control) to Pink2412.
Acustica plug-ins have a reputation as CPU hogs, so I tested
mixing on a modest 2.3GHz Core i7 2012 MacBook Pro. Using
Logic Pro X, with 22 48kHz 24-bit tracks, I had the following
Acustica Pink2 instantiated: 2x 2715 channel strips, 1x 7236
multi-band, 2x 1650 EQ, 1x 215 Preamp, 1x 780 Graphic, 1x 2412
Compressor. These eight Pink2 (together with some other
brand) plug-ins occupied 240% of CPU (quad core) with an i/o
buffer of 1024. A 32 sample (2.5ms) buffer pushed the load to
320%. Pink2 suite includes ZL “zero latency” versions, suitable
for use when tracking, at the cost of extra CPU. The numbers I
quote reflect ZL.
Acustica have thoughtfully included on/off buttons for
plug-in sections and tailored the plug-ins to maximise
resources. I personally found the 1650 EQ, 2412 Compressor
and 2715 Channel strip most useful: the best part about using
them is you find yourself doing far less in the mix, whilst being
able to add a characterful edge to the sound. For producers
working exclusively In-The-Box, the €199 Pink2 is a fantastic
‘taste of analogue’ not available from other plug-ins.

VERDICT
PROS

Great sound! We can really understand why young
DAW-only mixers get so excited about Acustica — it’s an
authentic analogue edge at a very reasonable price — and
the developers have made great progress in reducing CPU
overhead.

CONS

The multi-band compressor has no band solo buttons.
There is a small (but acceptable, considering results) delay
when operating some controls.

Graphic EQ, preamp and dynamics
The 780 is a 10-band graphic equalizer
module “based on a 1967 true classic”. It
instantiates as the ‘PEQ’, and will
probably be easier to sculpt a sound with
for an EQ beginner than the parametric
1650. The 215 Preamp offers eight
(subtly) different types of convolved
analogue mic pres: the effect adds a
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